Evaluation of the immune response and protective effects of rhesus macaques vaccinated with biodegradable nanoparticles carrying gp120 of human immunodeficiency virus.
We previously reported that biodegradable amphiphilic poly(gamma-glutamic acid) nanoparticles (NPs) carrying the recombinant gp120 env protein of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) were efficiently taken up by dendritic cells, and induced strong CD8(+) T cell responses against the gp120 in mice. To evaluate gp120-carrying NPs (gp120-NPs) as a vaccine candidate for HIV-1 infection, we vaccinated rhesus macaques with these gp120-NPs and examined the immune response and protective efficacy against a challenge inoculation of simian and human immunodeficiency chimeric virus (SHIV). We found that gp120-NP vaccination induced stronger responses for both gp120-specific cellular and humoral immunity than gp120-alone vaccination. After the challenge inoculation with SHIV, however, the peak value of viral RNA in the peripheral blood was higher in the vaccinated groups, especially the gp120-NP vaccinated group, than naive control group. Higher value of viral load was also maintained in gp120-NP vaccinated group. Furthermore, CD4(+) T cells from the peripheral blood decreased more in the vaccinated groups than the control group. Thus, induced immune responses against gp120 enclosed in NPs were not effective for protection but, conversely enhanced the infection, although the gp120-NPs showed a stronger induction of immune responses against the vaccinated antigen in rhesus macaques. These results support the importance of determining immune correlate of protective immunity for vaccine development against HIV-1 infection.